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Ongoing Projects with No Updates 

 Canopy penetration of airtanker drops in forest fuel treatments and 

untreated stands   

 Documenting human-caused wildfires 

 Determining the effectiveness of water-enhancing gel as a fire-control 

agent  

 Design and evaluation of a new wildfire sprinkler  

 Forest fuel treatment study: stand cleaning 

 Forest fuel treatment study: light stand thinning  

 Assessment of noise exposure in wildfire operations 

 Protecting railway bridge timbers from wildfire 
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Project Proposals  

1. Remote camera system for wildfire monitoring in 

British Columbia 

 

2. Effectiveness of the FLIR One infrared iPhone 

accessory for wildfire operations 
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Project Proposals  

Remote camera system for wildfire monitoring in BC 

PROPOSED BY:  Ross Wilde; Eric Meyer; Dana Hicks 

BACKGROUND:  Remote monitoring was used to track progress of selected 

modified-response fires during the last two seasons. A better system would 

be a valuable tool for monitoring fire behaviour during suppression 

operations, prescribed burns, and research burns. 

ISSUE:  The system used in the past was not purpose-built, expensive, and 

difficult to set up. It had limited value because of control limitations and type 

of camera used.  

OBJECTIVE:  Find a system at a reasonable cost that will: 

• provide time-lapse still images, or video, as required 

• allow two-way communication 

• have infrared capability 
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Project Proposals  

Effectiveness of the FLIR One infrared iPhone accessory 

for wildfire operations 

PROPOSED BY:  ESRD 

BACKGROUND:  With the recent expansion of iPhone use within Alberta’s 

Wildfire Management Branch (WMB), the WMB believes it is inevitable that 

users will want to try out this technology.  

ISSUE:  The WMB wants to explore the usefulness and effectiveness of this 

technology before users start purchasing it.  

OBJECTIVES:   

• Determine the unit’s ability to detect hotspots over time, distance, and depth. 

• Compare application to existing handheld scanners used in ESRD. 

• Determine overall usability, reliability, and ruggedness of the unit. 
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Voting on Project Proposals 



Meeting Wrap Up 


